
KINDS OF 
THEMES 

So many ways to find 
inspiration for your unifier 



A GREAT THEME  
•  Is Both Visual and Verbal 

•  Relates to the School 

•  Relates to the Year 

•  Is Clear to the Reader 



THEMES  
While your inspiration for a theme 

can come from many sources, 

there are some categories that 

have yielded many great themes 

through the years.  

TYPES OF  



THEMES  
Anniversary themes can be tricky. 

Make sure you don’t abuse the 

“party/celebration” concept and 

that the focus is on the year, not 

on the history of the school. 

ANNIVERSARY 



All 40ne 
Harvest Park Middle 

Pleasanton, CA 



THEMES  
School initials might be a 

possibility for a fun concept if you 

are lucky enough to be able to 

make a play on words. 

SCHOOL INITIAL 



Carpe DM 
Desert Mountain High School 

Scottsdale, AZ 



THEMES  
School colors are a favorite with 

many readers, but that does not 

mean you have to do it every year, 

be boring or traditional.  

SCHOOL COLOR 



Stuck on Blue 
Dobson High School 

Mesa, AZ 



THEMES  
Mascot themes give the students 

a new look at a familiar campus 

figure. 

MASCOT 



What Drives You? 
Rodriguez High School 

Fairfield, CA 



THEMES  
Playing on the name of the school 

can be fun and these themes are 

often listed among reader  

favorites, but it only works if the 

wordplay is obvious.   

SCHOOL NAME 



Tag Me 
Heritage. High School 

Leesburg, VA 



THEMES  
Location themes are limited to 

schools with obvious ties to  

street names or major  

geographic landmarks. 

LOCATION 



SUBurban 
Hayfield Secondary School 

Alexandria, VA 



THEMES  
Based on a specific happening 

that truly affected the school, the 

event theme can be effective in 

telling the story of the year. 

EVENT 



Blueprint 
Leighton High School 

Leighton, UT 



THEMES  
“Fun” themes are playful in 

attitude and make use of 

contemporary graphics and/or fun 

phrases. 

FUN 



You Are Here 
Walnut High School 

Walnut, CA 



Living in Hi-Def 
Blue Valley West High School 

Overland Park, KS 



THEMES  
Pride themes focus on school 

spirit and the accomplishments of 

school groups and individual 

students. 

PRIDE 



No Limits 
Rowland High School 

Rowland Heights, CA 



THEMES  
Provide the students with a 

chance to be heard; reaction 

themes typically make use of lots 

of quotes and first person stories.  

REACTION 



Ooh Ahh Hmm Wow 
Dobson High School 

Mesa, AZ 



THEMES  
Unity/Diversity themes examine  

the school’s population and 

explains effects on the various 

aspects of school life. 

UNITY/DIVERSITY 



Something            
In Common 
Rio Americano High School 

Sacramento, CA 



THEMES  
Change themes need to be tied to 

the year with specific major 

changes in the school or its 

programs.  

CHANGE 



Evolve 
Calvert High School 

Tiffin, OH 



THEMES  
Double-Edged themes provide a 

comparison and contrast format 

with a serious side and lighter 

approach. 

DOUBLE-EDGED 



Seriously    
Robinson Middle School 

Fairfax, VA 



THEMES  
These unifiers might ask readers 

to think about school and/or life. 

CONTEMPLATIVE 



Syntax 
Basic High School 

Henderson, NV 



THEMES  
Concepts may use words or 

phrases to tell the story of the 

year based on a central idea. The 

concept may also affect coverage 

strategies and help determine the 

number of sections in the book.  

CONCEPTUAL 



Can/Did 
Chantilly High School 

Chantilly, VA 



RETHINK IT  

If the verbal message and  

the type of theme you choose  

don’t fit the year, 

  It’s time to  


